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length of measuring tape donated
by Popeye. Now I know that
measuring tape is an essential item
of a Surveyor’s equipment, so if
anyone engages Popeye in future
they had better check his
measurements, that tape is now
much longer after Tyler had
finished with it.

Anyway, as I said we were
off and being only a foot or so off
the ground it’s difficult to take in
and follow the terrain; smells of
rabbit, deer etc are far more
interesting, but to summarise the
bones [I wish] of the trail as related
by my Master here goes as follows.
After an initial blinder East along
the busy A25 where the trail could
have turned North to the hills but
in fact after a back check turned
South towards the now silent
Gatwick airport, past a riding
stables where some “Lady” and her
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seven identical canine pets created
so much din slagging off the pack
that we could hardly hear the hash
horn. West a bit and South again at
Dungate Farm past numerous war
time pill boxes alongside the river
Mole where that stream and the
likes of Captain Mainwaring and
Corporal Pike were to keep the
Tiger tanks at bay. Difficult forward
check at Rice Bridge and we were
West over the Mole then with the
white cliffs of the Downs ahead it
was North along Wellhouse Road
towards Betchworth, here a large
contingent disappeared into the
Dolphin pub lead by Teq who
demonstrated the benefits of his
large cod piece by producing cash
from it to buy all the miscreants a
pint. Now East along the road, then
first left and North towards home
and the on in? But not so, a sharp
left off the road through someone’s

A SMELLY CHEESE AND A
GLOW IN THE DARK LEAD

THE WAY TO SUNLIT
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I can tell you it’s no fun
being stuck in a little car with
nasty smelling hash kit and
dodging loose cans of London
Pride at every corner, so it was
some relief when we arrived ,so I
could get out and smell some
bottoms. Not as many as last week
though, when that nice gentleman
called The Boundah treated
everyone to wine, crisps and a
barrel of beer, no one thanked him
of course, but that’s the Hash I
suppose.

After some milling about
where hashers were looking for
somewhere to pee [I had no
problem in that department] and
some 4x4 drivers worrying about
the steepness of the slope down to
the overspill car park, we were off.
My pal Tyler was in a bit of bother
because his Master had forgotten
his lead and had to make do with a

garden and we were West again,
away from home!!! At this point
the pack sort of fell apart, a quarter
were still in the Dolphin quaffing
beer, a quarter decided they had
had enough and headed for home
along the road, a quarter continued
to follow the trail past the hash
unfriendly pub the Red Lion, while
the other quarter, they know who
they are, don’t they Uncle G?,
were already shortcutting. Then
North over the A25, at last East
and after two traverses of the
railway line, South to the on in.

At the bucket, hidden away
from the eyes of the publican our
GM gave a long-winded
explanation of why our two hares
appeared to be joined at the hip.
Two long words both ending in
phobia were possible reasons, the
pack, none the wiser, were
impressed. Clutching Hand called

in the sinners: my Master for
having a haircut, Bonn Bugle for
doing something unspeakable with
a gate, Sister Ann for losing
herself, Hornblower for mistaking
a pill box for a toilet, Arfur-Pint
for worrying about her
undercarriage [on the car that is]
and finally for  Monica alias Puffer
for falling and creating a tremor
outdoing Eyjafallajokull.

The On On In in The Jolly
Farmers’ garden was sublime, I got
special expensive biscuits from
that nice lady Spingo; I am still
trying to make friends with her
hound. The sun shone through the
allegedly ash filled sky, the two
hares basked in the after glow of
their well laid trail with six or
seven back checks keeping the
pack together and OK it was a bit
ragged at the end but that was not
their fault. All in all, it was as they

say “the dogs bollocks” speaking
of which, if you find mine, please
let me know.     Harry.

The author is adamant that
no editing should occur. However,
as a tail piece, readers are
encouraged to come up with a
credible attempt at pronouncing
Puffer’s volcano.
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 HereTo

From M25 Junction 8 (Reigate) A25 towards Dorking After
appx 5miles turn left into Brockham lane after appx 1mile
and before the church in Brockham village on left park in
pub CP and around the green

1829 02-May J.Arthur

1830 09-May ET,Strumpet,
Bumble

Headley

1831 16-May Puffer

1832 23-May Uncle Gerry

1833
34

30-May Simple

1834 06-June Dormouse

1835 13-June Maltbys Windsor  Park

Run 1828

Date 25-Apr-2010

Hares Lord Raleigh

Venue Brockham

On-On The Duke’s Head

OS/Atlas P137 B8

Postcode RH3 7JS

 Scribe

Quartet for Four Beer Drinkers
                                                             Wendy Cope
From your pint glass
take a swig of beer
whenever you feel like it

When you are not actually drinking
strike your glass
with an implement

sometimes quietly
sometimes loudly

Let there be silences between your attacks

Continue/ Until all four glasses are empty

12th-13th June. Summer Ball, Staines.

Names SOON to:   bobwood157@hotmail.com

17 July — SH3 Day-out to Mersea Island

 Teq and (Essex lad) ET are organising a day out with: Hash,
Brewery, Vinyard and Oyster beds - Coach from Bookham. Price
TBD. Email: mersea@surreyh3.org if interested.

20-22 August North Wales Adventure.

Names to FRB via the hash web site. Numbers are limited; future
bookers will be camping or finding accommodation nearby. Arrive
afternoon/evening of Friday 20th August; dine on ham. Trails
Saturday and Sunday by Sir Ray. Cooking by Clever Trevor.  Costs
to be confirmed in due course.

15th - 17th October- Vineyard Hash

Camping Redondo with Icepyck and Elle T-Shirt. Costs later.

 Names to Bonn Bugle:  joavey@iname.com

East Grinstead 1000th Run Event.

Special concession: Price held to £90 for SH3 until 20th April.


